
 

 

 

Danilo Gallinari scores 33 points to top Derrick Rose's 30 and nine boards, as Denver wins it, 115-110. 

3 -- Games in which the Spurs have trailed at home in the fourth quarter this season, the third coming, 

quite surprisingly, at the hands of the Lakers Saturday night -- though San Antonio pulled away late for 

its 37th straight regular season win at AT&T Center. 

1,736 -- Career steals for Clippers teammates Chris Paul and Paul Pierce, tied for 18th on the NBA's all-

time list, 23 behind 17th place Shawn Marion. 

I'M FEELIN' ... 

1) Good. 

2) Terrific (and, long) Q and A with Kareem Abdul-Jabbar by George Mason University economics 

professor Tyler Cowen. (This has Kareem's "one trick pony" quote about Dirk Nowitzki. I think there's 

context here that shows the comment wasn't as bad as it seems, but judge for yourself.) 

3) We're two months from the playoffs, but it's already looking like another episode of Clippers-Grizz in 

the first round could be in the offing. Seven games of nasty. Sign me up! 

4) Now, this is the way you announce where you're going to college! 

5) Congrats to Peyton Manning and the Denver Broncos, but especially Manning, whom I hope will ride 

off into the sunset after a second Super Bowl title. But, it's his life and career. He can do what he wants. 

(Though I hope he retires.) 

NOT FEELIN' ... 

1) No surprise that Jeff Hornacek was fired in Phoenix last week,given the team's dreadful 

performances through much of the first half of the season, but everyone owns this, starting with Robert 

Sarver and GM Ryan McDonough. The big choices that have been made in the last two years -- 

signingIsaiah Thomas from Sacramento, which alienated Goran Dragic; trading Thomas to Boston and 

Dragic to Miami at the deadline last year; trading Marcus Morrisbut keeping Markieff Morris; 

giving Tyson Chandler a big contract to try and entice LaMarcus Aldridge to sign last summer -- have 

blown up in the Suns' faces. 

2) Scary but compelling stuff from the great Jackie MacMullan on the deaths of so many former NBA 

players, both in the past few months and years, in middle age. 

3) This guy ... well, God don't like ugly, I'll leave it at that. 

4) No Tip next week while I'm hip deep in All-Star madness up in Toronto. We'll return with another 

8,000 words or so Feb. 22. 

Q & A: KYLE KORVER 

It was a dream last year in Atlanta, and Kyle Korver was the Prince of Threes. Making his first All-Star 

appearance at age 33, Korver was otherworldy for the Hawks, who won a franchise record 60 regular 

season games and made the Eastern Conference finals. Korver was the team's lifeblood; every time he 

rose up for a three, the crowd at Philips Arena rose with him, the noise rising in their throats. He had one 

of the greatest shooting seasons in history, making 49.2 percent of his 3-point attempts. 



 

 

 

But Korver's season ended with injury -- an elbow that got worse and worse with every shot, and a right 

ankle that was wrecked all at once, when Cleveland's Matthew Dellavedova ran into him in Game 2 of 

the conference finals, tearing ligaments in the ankle. That led to separate surgeries on the ankle (in May) 

and elbow (in June), and a slow start this season -- something a player of Korver's age doesn't need. 

Hawks vs. Magic 

Kyle Korver scores 19 points and hands out five assists to lead the Hawks past the Magic, 103-100. 

This season, Korver isn't shooting as well from range, making just 37.5 percent of his threes. Per 

NBA.com/Stats, among players who've played 20 or more games this season, he's 17th in the league in 

catch and shoot 3-point attempts(4.2 a game). Last season, he was fourth in that category (5.2 per 

game). 

And the Hawks, while still very good at a Southeast Division-leading 30-23, are also off of last year's 

pace. But Korver and his team are still in the mix, with defense leading the way -- Atlanta is fifth in 

defensive rating, seventh in points allowed. And while Korver couldn't do all of the offseason training he 

normally does in Santa Barbara with physician Marcus Elliott, Korver can bend his elbow again without 

fire shooting down his arm. Things are different, but in some ways, they're better. 

Me: We were talking in the studio last night, and the thought was it might be better for you all not to be 

running away with the conference and division like you did last year, because you'll be sharper at the 

end of the regular season than you were last year, when a lot guys sat getting ready for the playoffs. 

Kyle Korver: Yeah, in some ways, I kind of felt we didn't play a meaningful game for like a month and a 

half before the playoffs started last year. You always want to be playing your best basketball right now, 

as players, as coaches, as an organization. You want to feel like you're doing your best every day. I really 

feel like we're heading toward our best basketball. I feel like we're on track to get there. 

Me: Can I ask you about you? I know it's not your favorite subject. 

KK: Yeah. 

Me: I know a player's shot is a personal thing, like a pitcher's release point or a golfer's putting stance. 

But do you feel like with the new release point you have on the shot, that it feels right again? 

Korver's And-One 3-Pointer 

Kyle Korver drains the spot-up 3-pointer and gets fouled for the four point play opportunity. 

KK: I feel like I don't think I'm trying to put anything back together any more. I think that's the biggest 

thing for me. After the surgeries it really took a lot longer for the dots to connect for me than I thought 

it would. You don't ever want to be a mechanical basketball player, but as far as technique and things, I 

like to have certain check points in my shot, certain things that I can count on and think about. It kind of 

helps me to be consistent. For a good part of the season, the dots weren't connecting. It was super 

frustrating. It hasn't been a great shooting season, the first part of the season especially, it's been a 

struggle. But I feel like the last little bit here, things are coming together, and it's got me excited about 

the last part of the year. 



 

 

 

Me: Your shooting numbers were much better last month (38.7 percent on threes in January, after 

shooting 29 percent in December). Does the combo of the elbow feeling good and seeing the ball go in 

the basket more make you feel like you can get back to where you were last year? 

KK: Yeah. My body feels healthy again. I feel like things have healed, and I'm back and whole. There was, 

I felt like I missed so many shots for a while, and I think mentally, that does throw you a little bit. The 

last month, having a few better games has been good for me. I mean, at the end of the day, shooting is 

about confidence and the right mindset. At the end of the day, you have to make a few shots to feel 

right. I feel like I'm heading in the right direction, so I'm excited. 

After last year, there was a standard set for where we wanted to be as a team. ... It feels like the last 

couple of weeks, there's been some good conversations. It feels like the ship is turning back in the right 

direction. 

– Atlanta Hawks shooting guard Kyle Korver 

Me: I still marvel how much confidence matters, even at this level. 

KK: The mental side of sports, it's huge. It's such a massive part of the game. You can visualize and you 

can try to trick yourself into thinking a certain way. There's all kinds of things you can do to try to get in 

the right spot mentally. But at the end of the day. To have real confidence, you've got to be doing good 

at your craft. For me, mentally, it was like I was guessing all of the time or trying something new today. 

Trying to figure out something out in warmups, that's not a good head space to be in. It doesn't exactly 

give you a ton of confidence. For me, just feeling like I'm settled back into my mechanics, more than 

anything, that really helps with the mental side of things. 

Me: Did Bud or the coaches do anything in particular -- maybe a new set or look to get you a good shot, 

or anything verbal -- to encourage you to stick with it, that it was going to come back? 

KK: More than anything, it's not always what coaches do, it's what coaches don't do. A player senses 

when a coach loses confidence in him. That more than anything can throw a player. Bud, he's so good at 

Xs and Os, or drawing up a new play or a new wrinkle or something to try and get you a shot. He's really 

good at that. But, not just me, but from a player's standpoint, we sense when someone loses confidence 

in you more than when someone's really trying to throw you a bone. Everyone knows, the guys on our 

coaching staff know, who's coming off a couple of surgeries. Going into the season, I think people knew 

it wasn't going to be perfect in the beginning. Moreso than anything, you think when people stick with 

you and have your back, and don't lose faith in you, and feel like the next one's going to go in, that 

probably does more for you than anything else. 

Korver Drains The Three 

Kyle Korver hits the contested 3-pointer from the top of the key. 

Me: Do you sense that helps other guys on the team as well, like Baze? He plays with a lot of emotion; 

does he need people to show they're confident in him? 

KK: Baze is never hurting for confidence. Baze always has ultimate belief in himself and what he's 

capable of doing. He sees the trajectory that he's on and where he's headed in his basketball career. 

One of the ultimate strengths of our coaching staff, and really the organization now, is that they're just a 

real positive vibe. You really feel like everyone's pulling for you and everyone's trying to help you get 

better. There's obviously constructive criticism, and we have film sessions and we try to hold each other 



 

 

 

accountable. But you really feel the coaching staff is pulling for you and they're putting in the work with 

you on off days, shootarounds, whenever you want. We've got a really bunch of solid people kind of 

running the ship here, and it feels like people really have your back. With players, that really creates a 

healthy environment, where you don't just feel like pawns in the game. 

Me: Do you talk with Marcus during the season about your shooting or mechanics? 

KK: Marcus is one of my good friends in life. We talk quite a bit. If we're going to talk about basketball or 

performance, or anything like that, we're going to talk regardless. He's created a great partnership with 

our new training staff, too. They've been excellent this year. It's a whole new team. They're totally open 

minded and outside the box thinkers trying to find any way that we can be better. Been really impressed 

with them this year. They've helped me out a ton. 

Korver Shines In New Orleans 

Kyle Korver scores 22 points, hitting all eight of his shots, including four from 3-point range, as the Hawks 

beat the Pelicans, 121-115. 

Me: Is there an example of that? 

KK: They've done a lot of things. A lot of us deal with knees or ankles or hips. Most of us have something 

that we're always kind of trying to manage. It's just what kind of happens when you play basketball. 

They have a really holistic approach to how they look at your body and evaluate it, not just treat the 

knee that's hurting, but trying to understand the movement pattern that's causing the hurt knee or the 

hurt hip, or whatever it is. They're really excellent with the physical therapy side of everything, not just 

treating what's hurt, but really trying to be proactive and trying to make this not happen again. There's 

been a whole lot of buy in from our whole team, not just me. Guys that you never really see in the 

training room much, coming in. They're coming in because they feel a difference in their body. They're 

really feeling a difference as they're doing these extra exercises and therapies. They're into our sleep 

and our eating. Everyone's always been into those things but they've kind of taken it to a new level that 

I've never been around. I mean, a lot of those things just give you information, blood testing, working 

with nutritionists, working with sleep doctors, all of these things. They really see the whole thing. I feel 

like everyone's kind of really learned a lot. 

Me: You keeping a sleep diary? 

For a good part of the season, the dots weren't connecting. It was super frustrating. ... But I feel like the 

last little bit here, things are coming together, and it's got me excited about the last part of the year. 

– Atlanta Hawks shooting guard Kyle Korver 

KK: I don't keep a sleep diary. But especially on road trip, they give us target sleep times -- sleep from 

here to there. They're doing a good job of when shootarounds are, when practices are, when flights are, 

things around guys trying to get better sleep, trying to work with different medications. If you have a 

hard time sleeping, making sure you have a certain amount of sleep at certain times. Everything kind of 

works together: sleeping, eating, exercises, therapies. It's how do you get a plan? I think what's really 

cool about this right now is the coaching staff, obviously with Bud being in the front office, the training 

staff, everyone's on the same page. Everyone's putting together a singular plan for each player, where 

all these things are involved. 


